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Every country has its own sense of taste and its own manner of cooking. A culinary review offers

proof that the concoctions of each and every ethnic group bear the stamp of the Greek art of

cooking. This book will be a valuable helpmate and a source of inspiration for the contemporary

homemaker. In it you will find not only hundreds of tasty recipes, but co-ordinated suggestions for

delightful, impressive menus, a feast of main dishes and luscious dessert ideas, with step-by-step

instructions so that you can cook them easily and correctly, and work real miracles in your kitchen.

Recipes are organised in the traditional categories. When leafing through this book, you may notice

the amazing true-to-life illustrations, which will help make your table a thing of beauty. At the end of

the book you will also find helpful hints and advice.
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This book is in constant use ssince I first bought it in the early 1970's. It is Greek food at its simplest

and best and it was the closest thing I could find to my mother-in-law's cooking. Note, for example,

that pepper and celery are not customary additions to recipes and condiments are rarely mixed,

allowing for the original flavour of each ingredient to ring true. Many friends have taken this little

book home with them to all corners of the globe. It has been published in many languages, including

!apanese! Alas the publisher no longer exists and it is almost impossible to find this little gem

anymore in Greece. Get it here today!Lucy Krystallis

I have no problem with the cookbook, the recipes are some of the best. I actually made this

purchase to replace an old original copy that is falling apart. So why was I disappointed? The book I

purchased was a photocopy of the original recipe book. The pages were crooked, and some of the

vital information such as recipe quantities and instructions were cut-off by bad copying. My Mother

also purchased a copy and it was in the same condition. I will keep the book and make the

correction, since I have an old copy. However, I will never purchase another book from the vendor

who sold me the book.

This is my favorite Greek cookbook. I have purchased many over the years to give as gifts.

Unfortunately, it is out of print now, but I was lucky to find several used copies on . My only question

would be - Why did they ship each copy separately, as I purchased them from the same vendor?

That being said, they all arrived separately, but on time.

An older edition of this book has been in our family for many years. I was very surprised to find a

new paperback of this incredible book that was printed in 1976. Thank you!

I have had this book previously and find it to be the most accurate for Greek cooking as I have lived

in Greece for seventeen years and know delicious Greek food. This book will give you just

that.....DELICIOUS Greek food. Enjoy!

Have used this book every week its so authentic and easy

Bought my first one 38 years ago, now bought 2 for my kids.

this is the best greek peasant recipe book EVER!!!
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